
Total Cost: $4,212.55

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Holiday Gift Guide For Women
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Vendor: houzz.com Price:

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: Soap Orchard Price: $45.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Cheese Plate, 16"x13" - Modern - Cheese Boards And Platters - by Jasmine
Art ...

Shop It

Bath and Body Gift Crate

Details:
At Soap Orchard we: 
Use food-grade oils 
Use plant-based essential oils, extracts, and absolutes to scent 
We support local orchards, vineyards, and farms by using ingredients from their
crops 
Many of our products contain vegan, vegetarian and/or organic ingredients
whenever possible 
We are Paraben-Free 
We DO NOT use artificial colorants 
We DO NOT nor will we ever test on any animals

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12557730
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/3601134


Vendor: amazon.com Price:

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $28.99

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Lodge Enameled Cast Iron Dutch Oven, 6 Qt, Poppy: Home & Kitchen

Shop It

YANIBEST Silk Pillowcase for Hair and Skin - 21 Momme 600 Thread Count
100% M...

Details:
About this item 
Mulberry Silk,silk 
Gorgeous silk pillowcase will help you have true beauty sleep; Yanibest
luxuriously soft and stylish silk pillow cases are made from 21 momme pure
charmeuse silk specifically chosen for its weight and feel; Pretty and classic colors
are available for difference choice; Sleeping on silk does much more than making
you feel like a Hollywood A lister, it has many health and beauty benefits, and is
recommended by leading professionals. 
Silk Pillowcase for Skin benefits: Do you wake up in the morning with sleep
creases on your face? Silk contains 18 amino acids which nourish your skin while
you sleep; Silk doesn’t absorb moisture from your face and body, preventing your
skin from drying out;When you wake up after sleeping on a silk pillowcase, your
face will be better hydrated and also beneficial to those with dry flaky skin; As a
bonus, hydrated, plump skin cells show fewer fine lines and wrinkles than
dehydrated skin cells; 
Silk Pillowcase for Hair benefits:Do you wake up with crazy bed hair? Silk contains
proteins that hair follicles need, creating a nourishing sleeping surface for all hair
types; The luxurious fabric can help keep your hair soft, moisturised, and tangle
free;Friction from sleeping on a cotton pillowcase can cause hair breakage and
bed hair;Sleeping on a soft silk pillowcase hair will slide, which is much less
damaging; Perfect for those who have wavy hair, silk helps prevent the frizz
factor; 
Silk Pillowcase Crafts Features and Care:Durable Exquisite craftmanship with neat
stitches and invisible zipper design, hold your pillowcase perfectly; Silk performs
best and wrinkles free when ironed damp in order to minimize the effects of the
iron's heat;We recommend ironing right after a easy wash or creases heavily;
Please follow the washing instructions on the washing label; 
Silk Pillowcase Specifications and 1-Pack Package: Queen, Standard and King Size

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12557378
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556173


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $40.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $34.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Capri Blue Reed Oil Diffuser - Comes with Diffuser Sticks, Oil, and Glass
Bot...

Details:
About this item 
Fragrance Diffuser: Long-lasting and unforgettable fragrances can fill your space
all day long 
Capri Blue Volcano: Drift away with iconic notes of tropical fruit and sugared
citrus 
Signature Collection: This classy silhouette is the iconic vessel that started it all 
Capri Blue Diffuser: Our oil diffuser offers instant gratification of livable fragrance 
Inspired by contemporary fashion trends, Capri Blue creates exciting new
products for every season 

Shop It

Thymes Pine Needle Frasier Fir Candle - 6.5 Oz : Home & Kitchen

Details:
About this item 
Long Lasting Burn: High-quality paraffin wax and non-metal wick create a burn
time of up to 45 hours 
Artisan Design: Thymes is inspired by botanicals in art and nature to create
refreshing fragrances 
Fragrance Details: Snap of crisp Siberian Fir needles, heartening cedarwood and
relaxing sandalwood 
Set The Mood For Memories: This festive piece fills your home with a crisp, forest
fragrance 
Who We Are: Always cruelty-free and formulated without parabens and
petrolatum

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556172
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556171


Vendor: uncommongoods.com Price: $35.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $97.95

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Wishing Ball | Art Glass | Uncommon GoodsVerified BuyerVerified
BuyerVerified...

Details:
Where do wishes go once you make them? Their force for good travels out into
the universe in ways we don't understand, but what if you could keep a piece
behind as a special reminder of that magic?
Glass artist Jill Henrietta Davis has conjured up a way to do just that. Each
shimmering ball of hand-blown, blue glass comes with 52 tiny slips of paper for
you to pause once a week throughout the year and record a message of hope or
gratitude. Coil them up and tuck them in the tiny hole near the base and they
become a permanent part of the display.
People often ask Jill why the wishes can't come back out, and her explanation
can be summed up with birthday candles. “When you blow out your candles, you
don't tell the wish you made, otherwise it won't come true,” says Jill. “But more
importantly, memories are always more beautiful than photographs, and the
same is true of wishes. When you look at the little slips of paper accumulating in
your Wishing Ball, I want you to think about the Big Picture those messages
convey. Rereading the notes would be like looking backwards, or trying to step in
the same river twice.” Handmade in Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

Shop It

UGG unisex adult Duffield Throw Ii Wearable Blanket, Seal Heather, One
Size U...

Details:
About this item 
70% Polyester, 30% Cotton 
Imported 
No Closure closure 
Machine Wash 
Woven label with UGG logo 
100% Polyester with 95% cotton, 5% Spandex trim 
Dimensions: 50" By 70"

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556170
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556168


Vendor: nordstrom.com Price: $50.99

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: nordstrom.com Price: $186.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

BUTTAH SKIN Skin-Transforming Kit with Facial Shea Butter | Nordstrom

Details:
What it is: A three-piece skin care set for melanin-rich skin tones that leaves skin
glowing and smooth as butter.
Who it's for: All skin types.
Set includes:
- Cleanser (3.4 oz.): a formula that cleanses and removes unwanted impurities
from skin while enriching essential oils and maintaining skin's natural pH.
- Vitamin C Serum (1 oz): a serum that offers skin a daily dose of brightening and
antioxidant benefits.
- Facial Shea Butter (2 oz.): a lightweight moisturizer made with pure, virgin,
organic shea butter that nourishes, protects and soothes skin.
Cruelty-free 
Made in the USA of imported materials 
Black Owned and Founded 
Item #6271008

Shop It

CHANEL COCO MADEMOISELLE Twist & Spray Set | Nordstrom

Details:
What it is: Irresitibly sexy, irrepressibly spirited...the sparkling oriental fragrance
inspired by the bold attitude of a young Coco Chanel is offered in an elegant set
featuring the classic bottle and a chic, convenient twist-and-spray.
Fragrance story: This sexy, fresh oriental fragrance recalls the irrepressible spirit
of the young Coco Chanel. An elegant, luxurious spray closest in strength and
character to the parfum form. The classic signature bottle is perfect for the
dressing table or for travelling. Spray lightly morning and evening on pulse points
at the throat and wrist.
Set includes:
- Eau de Parfum Spray (3.4 oz.)
- Eau de Parfum Refillable Twist and Spray (0.7 oz.)

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556165
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556164


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $22.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $149.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Own Your Morning: Reset Your A.M. Routine To Unlock Your Potential:
Baker Plo...

Details:
Rise and truly shine with a life-changing new morning routine. Find clarity and
happiness with this start-your-day plan that prioritizes your wellness and life
goals.
Good days start with good mornings and Editor-in-Chief of Women’s Health Liz
Baker Plosser believes there's no cookie cutter morning ritual that will lead you to
success. Instead she advocates that your a.m. routine should reflect what matters
most to you. 

Own Your Morning starts with easy prompts to help you identify your core values
—the way you want to spend your energy, time, and resources. Once you've
figured out the elements of your personal perfect morning, you'll find proven
insights from wellness experts and personal anecdotes from Liz to help you
reimagine your a.m. habits to benefit your physical and mental health, focus your
energy, enhance your productivity, and make the most of your day from the
moment you wake up. 

Whether you want to amp up a killer workout (sweat changes everything!), tap
into the power of meditation (Jay Shetty shares his go-to meditation practice),
create mini-moments of connectivity with loved ones (such as creating emoji
shorthand in your group chat), or fuel your a.m. awesomeness with a healthy
breakfast (including a few recipes!), these easy-to-implement strategies will help
you set a morning routine unique to you.

Shop It

Dr. Dennis Gross Pro Facial Steamer: Infuse Skin with Hydration, Clarify
Com...

Details:
WHAT IT IS: Look like you’ve spent a weekend at the spa in only 9 minutes. This
professional device delivers micro-steam technology to infuse skin with
hydration, clarify the complexion, and detox skin, leaving an immediate healthy
radiance. No pamper routine is complete without it. 
WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU: Bring the spa into your home with this professional
steamer. The Pro Facial Steamer is ideal for all skin types, especially those with
dehydrated skin and enlarged pores. Relax and indulge yourself, as luxurious
micro-steam technology hydrates and purifies the skin in one simple step,
revealing a dewy and soothed complexion in as quickly as 9 minutes. 
INFUSES skin with hydration in one simple step. Helps clear pores and clarify the
complexion. Soothes and softens skin. Enhances and accelerates the benefits of
skincare regimen. 
COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN: Wide nozzle for full steam coverage.
Automatic safety shut-off. Simple, sliding on-off switch. Carrying handle for
portability. 
Dennis Gross, MD, is a board-certified dermatologist and dermatological surgeon
who has been in practice for 25+ years. He is well-known for his expertise in skin
health as well as his approach to creating and maintaining the most natural-
looking skin utilizing state-of-the-art cosmetic treatments and dermatologic
technology. Dr. Dennis Gross is a regular guest on shows including Dr. OZ, The
Today Show, The Doctors, CBS: The Early Show, and CNN. 

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556163
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877797


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $219.99

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: uncommongoods.com Price: $24.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Nespresso BNV450BLK VertuoPlus Deluxe Espresso Machine with
Aeroccino Milk Fr...

Details:
About this item 
VERSATILE AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER: VertuoPlus Deluxe makes both coffee
and espresso in a variety of sizes: 5oz and 8 oz coffees, and single and double
espresso. Pour over ice to create your favorite iced Coffee drinks 
SMART COFFEE MAKER: Brew the perfect single serve Coffee or Espresso drink
time after time, thanks to Nespresso's Centrifusion technology using barcodes to
deliver the best in cup results including the perfect crema for large Coffee cup
sizes 
SINGLE SERVE COFFEE MACHINE: Have the ability to create barista grade brewed
single serve Coffee or Espresso cups at the touch of a single button; Designed for
use with Nespresso Vertuo capsules only 
FEATURES: Extra-large 60 ounce water tank and a 17 count used capsule
container; This machine also has a fast heat up time of only 15 seconds; There is
an energy saving automatic shutoff at 9 minutes of inactivity 
AEROCCINO MILK FROTHER INCLUDED: The Nespresso Aeroccino3 provides
smooth hot or cold milk froth for your coffee recipes with one touch. It froths all
types of milk in a few seconds, without noise or vibration

Shop It

Edible Glitter Dust | celebration | Uncommon GoodsVerified BuyerVerified
Buye...

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556162
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877806


Vendor: uncommongoods.com Price: $50.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: birthdate.co Price: $95.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

The Women We Love Wine Glasses | Wine Glasses | Uncommon
GoodsVerified Buyer

Details:
Take a moment to think of the women in your life who love, challenge, and
inspire you (we’ll wait). Now ask yourself, where would you be without them?
That’s what we thought. Pay tribute to your favorite femme with Benjamin
Giguere’s graceful glassware. Benjamin crafts these stemless pieces by hand,
fashioning them into flowing tulip shapes. He pairs this delicate silhouette with
intense shades that are imbued with symbolic meaning: pink (kindness and
femininity), red (love and passion), and violet (wisdom and creativity). Each glass
is dedicated to one of the incredible roles that women play—such as wife, friend,
and mentor—and comes with an eloquent card that expresses all you celebrate in
her. They’re sold separately, so you can choose just one as an affectionate
personal gift or mix them together to create a stunning set. Handmade in
Providence, Rhode Island.
Due to the handmade nature of this item, each is unique and will vary.
Sold individually.

Shop It

The Birthdate Book – Birth Chart Reading – Birthdate Co.

Details:
A beautiful, made-to-order book that illustrates your unique astrological birth
chart — the map of the stars and planets at the exact moment you were born.
With over 70 pages of detailed horoscope analysis, you’ll uncover secrets and
insights about your life and personality. Written with psychic intuition and charm,
each page offers a deep reading into who you are and what your future holds.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877809
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877812


Vendor: nordstrom.com Price: $94.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $179.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

vuori Pocket Performance Joggers

Details:
SIZE INFO 
XS=00-0, S=2-4, M=6-8, L=10-12, XL=14. 
High rise. 
DETAILS & CARE 
Give your work-from-home uniform a cozy upgrade with these soft, relaxed
joggers that are also stylish enough for errands.
26" inseam; 9" leg opening; 11" front rise; 14 1/2" back rise (size Medium) 
Elastic/drawstring waist 
Front slant pockets 
89% recycled polyester, 11% elastane 
Machine wash, tumble dry 
Imported 
Women's Clothing 
This product meets Nordstrom Sustainable Sourced Materials criteria: contains at
least 50% sustainably sourced materials 
Item #5721892

Shop It

Theragun Mini - White - All-New 4th Generation Portable Muscle Treatment
Mass...

Details:
The Theragun mini is your pocket-sized partner, giving you Theragun quality
muscle treatment with unparalleled portability. Compact but powerful, Theragun
mini is the most agile massage device that goes wherever you do. The Theragun
is used by physical therapists, trainers, chiropractors, celebrities, athletes, and
over 250 professional sports teams worldwide. Developed by Dr. Jason Wersland,
every aspect of the Theragun mini has been thoughtfully designed and adapted
from our signature Theragun design for maximum ergonomic comfort and
unparalleled portability; quick relief and relaxation that fits conveniently in your
purse or backpack.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556161
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556159


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $89.99

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $158.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Huski Wine Cooler | Premium Iceless Wine Chiller | Keeps Wine Cold up to
6 Ho...

Details:
KEEPS WINE CHILLED UP TO 6 HOURS - A next generation ice bucket. Cold wine
stays at the perfect temperature longer. The ultimate wine accessory whether
you’re at home, around the BBQ, on the boat or anywhere in between. No ice
needed. 
MULTI-AWARD WINNING DESIGN - Good Design Award Winner 2019, Best Design
Awards Silver 2019 & Best New Product, People's Choice Awards 2019, NZ Gift
Fair. 
ONE SIZE FITS MOST 750ML WINE & CHAMPAGNE COOLER - Adjustable height fits
more bottles, better. Flexi-lock expandable design holds bottle firmly while
pouring. Unique low profile design showcases more of the bottle and looks great
on the table. Fits most traditional champagne bottles like Moët & Chandon, Veuve
Clicquot, G.H.Mumm, Laurent-Perrier, Taittinger, Perrier-Jouët, Louis Roederer
and many more. DOES NOT FIT Dom Pérignon, Bollinger, Krug, Korbel or some
other wider or taller bottles. 
DOUBLE WALLED & VACUUM INSULATED - Built with premium 304 (18/8) stainless
steel for style, quality and performance. Internal copper plating for improved
thermal efficiency. Stay dry design means no condensation so hands and tables
don’t get wet. 
PERFECT FOR GIFTING & SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - Beautifully packaged in
die-cut kraft presentation boxes which are environmentally friendly and 100%
recyclable. If you’re not satisfied with your Huski for any reason, neither are we
and we’ll do everything we can to make it right.

Shop It

Barefoot Dreams CozyChic Ribbed Hooded Robe, Plush Pool Robe, Long
Night Robe...

Details:
100% Polyester 
Imported 
Tie closure 
Machine Wash 
For ultimate luxury, we applied a rib stitch to our signature CozyChic yarn to add
warmth and plushness. 
This unisex style features a cozy hood and is generously oversized without being
too heavy. 
Perfect for snuggling on the sofa or wrapping up in after bathing.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556158
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877822


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $14.10

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $38.95

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Black Grey White Fuzzy Slippers for Women Ankis Cross Band Cozy
Memory Foam S...

Details:
Foam sole 
Heel measures approximately 1 centimeters 
�【Ladies Must-have in Your Life】Ankis fuzzy house slippers with cross band
design are made of 18MM hair-high soft plush rabbit fur, feeling warm. Looks cute
and very fashion! Our women slippers is open toe styling, keep your feet
breathable and comfortable. The surface of the shoes is covered with cozy plush
lining to keep your feet cozy all the time. 
�【Style and Caring Suggestion】Our women house slippers come in 4 sizes size
5-6 (Heel to Toe 23.2-24.3cm) , 7-8 (Heel to Toe24.4-25.6cm), 9-10 (Heel to Toe
25.7-26.8cm), 11-12(Heel to Toe 26.9-28.1cm)could fit all standard or wide feet. 
�【Relax Your Feet & Fuzzy House Slippers】Soft comfy memory foam slippers
can make you have the touch like stepping on cotton. Each slipper's sole is fitted
with 1CM thickness high-elastic memory foam, especially the toes and heels, offer
a steady elastic and comfortable feet feeling! The bottom 2 layers are sponge,
this design will help provide cushioning and supporting steps. The memory foam
sole and mold can perfectly fit the shape of your foot, you won’t feel tired after
wearing it all day. 
�【Waterproof and Non-Slip TPR Sole & Ensure Safety and Comfort】Our non-
slip waterproof house slippers are suitable for pregnant women and other
people, can be worn on wet and slippery floors such as kitchens and bathrooms.
Slipper‘s insole is made of four layers of memory foam, two layers of EVA insole,
and a corrugated TPR sole. The bottom layer is a waterproof and non-slip sole,
which can firmly grasp the ground and prevent slipping. 
�【You Deserve this Warmth! & No Shed】The furry fluffy slipper’s shoe surface is
warm and comfortable, cross band is 18MM hair-high, 1200 grams of rabbit fur,
2MM with cotton. The vamp is 8MM hair-high, 600 grams fur, 2MM with cotton,
make your feet surrounded by cozy and comfy plush! At the same time,
reinforcement measures are added to avoid troubles caused by fur shedding. 
�【Apply to Various Occasion & Best Christmas Gift Choice】Whether a pajamas
party, date, family gatherings, travel or other special occasions, you can match
the plush cross band open-toed slippers with dress, T-shirts, jeans, shorts, any
casual wear. It also can be wear in all seasons. Indoor and outdoor slippers have
many advantages, are the best gift choice for bridesmaid, wife and friends. 

Shop It

Bala Bangles - Set of 2 (1lb Each) | Adjustable Wearable Wrist & Ankle
Weight...

Details:
About this item 
MADE TO MOVE | Add constant but comfortable hands-free resistance to your
workout and daily activities with this pair of one pound wrist and ankle weights. 
ONE SIZE FITS ALL | Fully adjustable athletic elastic band and ultra-strong velcro
make the Bangles a perfect fit for men and women alike. 
SIMPLE BY DESIGN | Made of high quality fitness materials – recycled stainless
steel wrapped in baby-soft silicone – and come in a range of colors. 
FASHION AND FUNCTION | Finally, the upgrade your weights deserve. Introducing
beautiful, functional fitness accessories that will change the way you move. 
AS SEEN ON SHARK TANK | Experience Bala Bangles yourself and add some style
to your next workout. 

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556156
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556155


Vendor: staycourant.com Price: $175.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $249.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

CATCH:3 - Wireless Phone Charger & Accessory Tray | CourantCourant

Details:
The new home for your most essential items. The CATCH:3 combines our multi-
coil, single device wireless technology with the familiar valet silhouette, allowing
you to thoughtfully organize accessories and charge your devices. We
recommend placing the CATCH:3 on both the bedside and entryway of your
home.

Shop It

Bose Sleepbuds II - Sleep Technology Clinically Proven to Help You Fall
Asle...

Details:
About this item 
Sleepbuds, not headphones: Designed for sleep, Sleepbuds may look like tiny
headphones, but they don’t stream music or podcasts, instead they deliver
relaxing and noise-masking sounds to help you fall asleep and stay asleep all
night 
User-tested: Bose sleep technology is clinically proven to help you fall asleep
faster 
A better solution for sleep: Sleepbuds use innovative noise masking technology –
not noise cancelling; Bose engineered masking sounds combine with the noise-
blocking design of the buds to cover unwanted nighttime disturbances 
Simple app: Sleepbuds play only original content from the Bose Sleep app;
Access the sound library’s 50 specially curated sounds, download your favorites
to the earbuds, control the volume, and access features like a personal alarm 
Relaxation content: Calm a racing mind or transport yourself to relaxing
surroundings with content that includes tonal environments and sounds from
nature and beyond 
Secure, comfortable fit: Proprietary ear tips are made of soft silicone for a
comfortable fit all night, even if you toss and turn or sleep on your side; 3 sizes
are included 
All-night battery: Up to 10 hours per charge; enough for a full night of restful sleep

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556154
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877831


Vendor: nordstrom.com Price: $129.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $29.95

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

HATCH Restore Reading Light, Sound Machine & Sunrise Alarm Clock |
Nordstrom

Details:
A reading light, sound machine and time-to-rise indicator all in one, this
ingenious device helps you customize your sleep environment.

Shop It

Oprah's The Life You Want™ Planner: Part weekly planner, part intention
journ...

Details:
Writing prompts, quotes and advice from Oprah herself help you set a vision for
your life and intentions for each week 
Undated format makes it easy to start or stop at any time—so your personal
journey happens at your own pace 
12 monthly calendar pages and 52 weekly calendar pages provide plenty of room
for your usual notes and schedule-keeping 
Weekly reflection pages are your space to look back on achievements and
forward to new accomplishments

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/8877834
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556151


Vendor: nordstrom.com Price: $200.00

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 15" x 9" x 4 1/2" Item
#6159575

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $429.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

simplehuman 8-Inch Sensor Mirror | NordstromLive chat

Details:
What it is: An eight-inch sensor mirror with 5x magnification that lights up
automatically as your face approaches.
What it does: It features a tru-lux light system, which simulates natural sunlight,
allowing you to see full color variation so you'll know when your makeup is color-
correct and flawless. It also features a candlelight setting so you can check your
look in low light, too. Touch-control brightness gives you fast, intuitive control
over a continuous range of brightness settings. Its long-lasting LEDs won't burn
out or diminish even after years of use. The mirror is cordless and rechargeable
with an included USB-C cord, which keeps the mirror charged for up to five weeks
with typical daily usage. Its 5x magnification is ideal for providing exceptional
detail while still allowing you to see your entire face at once.

Shop It

Apple Watch Series 8 GPS 45mm Starlight Aluminium Case with Starlight
Sport B...

Details:
About this item 
WHY APPLE WATCH SERIES 8 — Your essential companion for a healthy life is now
even more powerful. Advanced sensors provide insights to help you better
understand your health. New safety features can get you help when you need it.
The bright, Always-On Retina display is easy to read, even when your wrist is
down. 
EASILY CUSTOMIZABLE — Available in a range of sizes and materials, with dozens
of bands to choose from and watch faces with complications tailored to whatever
you’re into. 
INNOVATIVE SAFETY FEATURES — Crash Detection and Fall Detection can
automatically connect you with emergency services in the event of a severe car
crash or a hard fall. And Emergency SOS provides urgent assistance with the
press of a button. 
ADVANCED HEALTH FEATURES — Temperature sensing is a breakthrough feature
that provides deep insights into women’s health. Keep an eye on your blood
oxygen. Take an ECG anytime. Get notifications if you have an irregular rhythm.
And see how much time you spent in REM, Core, or Deep sleep with Sleep Stages. 
SIMPLY COMPATIBLE — It works seamlessly with your Apple devices and services.
Unlock your Mac automatically. Find your devices with a tap. Pay and send
money with Apple Pay. Apple Watch requires an iPhone 8 or later with the latest
iOS version.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556149
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556148


Vendor: amazon.com Price:

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: totalwine.com Price: $79.99

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Smeg KLF03SSUS 50's Retro Style Aesthetic Electric Kettle with Embossed
Logo,...

Details:
Product details 
Brand Smeg 
Capacity 7 Cups 
Material Stainless Steel 
Color Red 
Product Dimensions 8.9"L x 6.73"W x 9.76"H 
Wattage 1500 watts 
Red Stainless Steel 
7 cup jug capacity 
Wipe clean

Shop It

Advent Calendars | Total Wine & MoreSign inWinery Direct ItemSpirits
Direct I...

Details:
‘Tis the season to sip and gift a wonderland of holiday wines. Sample your way
through 24 festive flights from around the world or give as a gift to land on
everyone’s nice list.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556147
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556146


Vendor: etsy.com Price: $25.00

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $270.49

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

CRAFT COCKTAILS Infusion

Details:
CRAFT COCKTAILS Infusion Kit | Infuser |

Shop It

Beats Studio3 Wireless Noise Cancelling On-Ear Headphones - Apple W1
Headphon...

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556143
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556141


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $109.95

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $139.99

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

AeroGarden Harvest with Gourmet Herb Seed Pod Kit - Hydroponic Indoor
Garden,...

Details:
INCLUDES GOURMET HERB SEED KIT (6-POD) - Genovese Basil, Curly Parsley, Dill,
Thyme, Thai Basil and Mint & a 3oz bottle of our patented, all natural Plant
Nutrients (enough for a full season of growth). 
ALWAYS HOMEGROWN: FRESH & SAFE - Up to 6 plants grow at a time, up to 12“
tall with this indoor garden. Grows in water - no soil, no mess, made simple. 
EASY TO USE (GROW) - control panel tells you when to add water, reminds you
when to add plant food (included), automatically turns lights on and off for your
indoor herb garden 
5X FASTER THAN SOIL - High-performance, full spectrum 20-watt LED high
efficiency grow lighting system in your herb garden is tuned to the specific needs
of plants to maximize photosynthesis, resulting in rapid, natural growth and
abundant harvests. 
PERFECT GIFT FOR ANYONE - Give the gift of growing fresh herbs & veggies all
year round in this indoor herb garden. The AeroGarden Harvest is the perfect gift
idea for men, women, dad, mom, grandma, any friend or family member. Always
fresh, always local, always in season.

Shop It

Kindle Paperwhite

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556140
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556139


Vendor: fabfitfun.com Price: $54.99

Quantity: 1.0

Price: $245.00 Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

FabFitFun - Beauty, Fitness, LifestyleBack ButtonSearch IconFilter Icon

Shop It

Hammitt Tony Small | Zappos.com

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556138
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556137


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $94.98

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $219.99

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Apple AirTag 4 Pack + Free Shipping

Shop It

KODAK Luma 150 Ultra Mini Pocket Pico Projector - Built in Rechargeable
Batte...

Details:
Projector

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556136
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556135


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $19.99

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $22.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

The Gratitude Journal : 5 Minute Journal a Day for More Happiness,
Positivity...

Shop It

Visibly Brightening and Smoothing Bom Dia AHA Body Cream 75mL/2.5oz :
Beauty...

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556134
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556132


Vendor: amazon.com Price: $18.27

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: amazon.com Price: $48.00

Quantity: 1.0

N. Armstrong Dr Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 •  P: 208-416-2323

Half Baked Harvest Super Simple: More Than 125 Recipes for Instant,
Overnight...

Shop It

SOL DE JANEIRO Brazilian Bum Bum Cream 240ml : Beauty & Personal
Care

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556130
https://designfiles.co/shop/1652938/item/12556129

